
          KEY: NOIR: Noir Fantasy. REALITY: Real Life.

          SCENE 1 - PROLOGUE - DOCK - NIGHT

          NOIR:

          [In the water to the side of the dock, John is laying face
          up in the water, floating around in a cloud of blood
          surrounding him, eyes wide open.]

                              JOHN NARRATION
                    What a beautiful night. The skies
                    are clear and the stars are
                    glistening, and here I am, dead as
                    a doornail. I saw it comin' from a
                    mile away, but I couldn't stop her
                    in time... I guess she just has
                    this hold on me.. Oh Madeline...

                                                          CUT TO:

          SCENE 2 - CITY OVERVIEW - NIGHT

          NOIR:

          [It is a cold dark night, the center of the city is brightly
          lit from the streetlamps. The city is set alongside a dock,
          with bars and restaurants lining the street.¬† The city is
          quiet at night, with very few people wondering the streets.]

                              JOHN NARRATION
                    Majestic and serene. It is hard to
                    find the words to describe the
                    beautiful, brightly lit features of
                    what I see before me.

                                                          CUT TO:

          SCENE 3 - RESTAURANT

          NOIR:

          [From the city overview we look in to a high class
          restaurant that sits by the waterside. It is busy inside and
          it is full of people sitting down, eating and conversing.
          Our focus is brought to our main characters, John and
          Madeline. John appears classy and confident, and Maddie
          glamorous yet shy. The man raises his champagne glass to
          toast, smiling.]



                              JOHN
                    To us, and a wonderful year being
                    together! ...Maddie?

          [Maddie is looking distantly out the window, and turns her
          head at the call of her name. She shyly smiles back and
          knocks her glass against his.]

                              MADDIE
                    ...Yes, to a wonderful year,
                    Johnny.

          [They both knock back their drinks and Maddie turns again to
          stare out the window. John looks at her with a worried
          expression, before standing up.]

                              JOHN
                    Just heading to the bathroom, my
                    love.

          [John enters the bathroom and runs the tap, splashing water
          on his face and then looking into the bathroom mirror with a
          guilty look on his face.]

                              JOHN NARRATION
                    Something isn't right... she seems
                    so distant.. perhaps she knows..

          [John walks back out of the bathroom and looks over to their
          table. At the table, Maddie shiftily looks around and drops
          a pill into John's champagne glass and it dissolves into the
          drink.]

                              JOHN NARRATION
                    Did she slip something in my drink?
                    Maybe she knows.. or maybe I
                    imagined it... either way I need to
                    say something..

          [John walks to his chair and grabs his coat and puts it on.]

                              MADDIE
                    Where are you going, honey?

                              JOHN
                    Let's get out of here, I need some
                    fresh air.

                              MADDIE



                    Aren't you going to finish your
                    drink?

          [John grabs Maddie by the shoulder.]

                              JOHN
                    Come on, let's go.

                                                          CUT TO:

          SCENE 4 - CITY STREETS/DOCK - NIGHT

          NOIR:

          [John walks out of the restaurant in a hurry, while Maddie
          follows and catches up to him. They walk down a dimly lit
          narrow street on the dockside and John stops.]

                              JOHN NARRATION
                    I have to say something, I can't
                    keep it a secret anymore...

          [John stops and faces Maddie.]

                              JOHN
                    Maddie, there's something I gotta
                    tell you..

          [Maddie looks at him questioningly, before she looks behind
          him and smiling, pointing.]

                              MADDIE
                    Look, Johnny. We're by the place
                    where we visited on our first
                    date..

          [John turns around and looks to the dockside. There's a set
          of stone stairs leading to the underside of a bridge that
          crosses the water. John turns back to Maddie and puts on a
          fake smile.]

                              JOHN
                    So it is.. Maddie, listen, I have
                    something to tell-..

          [Maddie quickly grabs John by the hand and runs off, pulling
          him along to lead him down the stairs.]

                                                          CUT TO:



          SCENE 5 - UNDERNEATH BRIDGE - NIGHT

          NOIR:

          [They stop underneath the bridge, barely with any light
          shining through besides a street lamp which lights up the
          side of their faces. Maddie pulls John in for a kiss.]

                              JOHN NARRATION
                    She pulls me into an embrace and
                    starts to kiss me. Perhaps she
                    didn't know after all, and I just
                    imagined all the signs?

          [John joins in with the kiss and gets carried away in the
          moment.]

                              JOHN NARRATION
                    Even though I'm safe, I still need
                    to tell her.. it's the least I can
                    do, before she really finds out..

          [John pulls away from kissing Maddie.]

                              JOHN
                    Maddie, baby.. there's something I
                    need to tell you..

          [There's a brief moment of silence, while John expects a
          reply he does not get.]

                              JOHN
                    You see Maddie.. I had a fling
                    with-..

                              MADDIE
                    ...With Fey, right?

          [There is another brief moment of silence, John looks
          shocked.]

          REALITY:

          [The scene changes and the characters appear different in
          terms of looks and personality. John appears scruffy and
          nervous, while Maddie more confident. The silence has
          changed and is interrupted by the sounds of roaring cars and
          sirens in the background. John's distant expression turns
          into shock.]



                              MADDIE
                         (echo)
                    Do you think I'm fucking stupid?!

                              JOHN
                    Y-you knew? Look babe, I'm s-sorry
                    it was an accident!

          [John's voice is stuttering and cracking, different from the
          smooth confident Noir version of himself. Maddie pushes him
          back, almost causing him to fall into the water.]

                              MADDIE
                    Oh yeah, well if it was a fucking
                    accident then why didn't you tell
                    me before?!

                              JOHN
                    I'm sorry babe, I-I can explain!

          NOIR:

          [Scene changes to Noir. Maddie with an upset look on her
          face, turns around and buries her hands in her face. John
          looks guilty.]

                              JOHN NARRATION
                    What have I done? And how did she
                    find out? I need to set things
                    right...

          REALITY:

          [Scene changes again and Maddie is still turned away from
          him; she is bawling. John watches with a vacant look which
          quickly turns into a sorrowful one. He grabs her shoulder.]

                              JOHN
                    Look, babe... I'm really sorry, it
                    just sort of happened...

          [Maddie stops crying and sniffs a couple of times, before
          looking around at the hand on his shoulder and then to him
          with a frown on her face.]

          NOIR:

          [The scene changes once more and Maddie turns her head
          around, looking at the hand on her shoulder and then back at
          him.]



                              JOHN
                    Madeline, it was all a mistake. I
                    should've told you sooner, but I
                    didn't want to see you heartbroken.
                    I love you honey, and if I could
                    take it back I would do anything.

          [Maddie turns around and looks at him, before suddenly
          embracing him. She kisses him, before pushing away from him
          and pulling out a gun from her purse. John backs off to the
          edge of the path.]

                              JOHN
                    What are ya doing, Maddie?! This is
                    crazy!

                              MADDIE
                    I'm sorry Johnny-boy, but sorry
                    isn't good enough.

                              JOHN
                    Look.. Madeline.. let me go and
                    I'll leave you alone forever, you
                    won't hear from me again!

                              MADDIE
                    I'm sorry Johnny, but I can't let
                    you live to let this happen again.

          [Maddie has gone from shy to confident, much like her
          reality counterpart. She walks towards John slowly, pointing
          the gun at him. John then quickly grabs her hand, pulling it
          away. The couple struggle for control of the gun. Maddie
          manages to gain control and shoots him.]

          REALITY:

          [At the same moment as the Noir, Maddie starts hitting John
          and he tries to grab her hands to control her violent
          outrage. She gets the upper hand and manages to slap him
          hard, causing him to fall into the water.]

          

                              MADDIE
                    You fucking prick!

          NOIR:



          [Maddie kisses John on the lips before he falls into the
          water.]

                              MADDIE
                    Goodnight, Johnny-boy.

          [Maddie walks up the stairs and leaves John in the water,
          surrounded by a cloud of blood.]

                              JOHN NARRATION
                    Oh sweet Madeline, I'm so sorry..
                    but sorry wasn't good enough, and
                    now I've been left for dea-..

                                                          CUT TO:

          SCENE 6 - DOCK - MORNING

          REALITY:

          [It's now the morning and laying face down on the side of
          the dock is the John, completely drenched. Another man yells
          at him from the side, cutting off his narration.]

                              STRANGER
                    Hey mate, you alright?!

          [John groans and pushes himself onto the dockside to stand
          up. He looks up at the sky and groans, raising his hand to
          shield his eyes from the sun. He then looks to the man who
          woke him up, who has a puzzled look on his face.]

                              JOHN
                    What you looking at?!

          [He walks past the man, bumping into him and walks up the
          stairs. He reaches for his inside coat pocket and pulls out
          some cigarettes. He tries to light a soggy cigarette but
          fails, and throws the pack into the water out of
          frustration. He straightens his wet jacket and storms down
          the street into the sunrise.]

                                                             FIN.


